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Employee Engagement * Safety Leadership *
Synergy Across Data and Processes

One of the cornerstones of successful and high-impact EHS programs is getting
employees engaged as key stakeholders of health, safety, environmental stewardship
and compliance. Organizations spend thousands of dollars in training employees,
both  on the  frontline  as  well  as  in  the  corporate  offices,  to  be  equipped with
essential tools for risk and compliance management, thereby ensuring safety and
improving productivity for all stakeholders. However, employee engagement persists
to be a critical challenge for companies.

Join Perry Hawkins, Corporate Director of Environmental, Health, Safety and Risk
Management at CIRCOR International Inc., a global, multinational manufacturer of
industrial  valves  and  pumps;  and  Tina  Duffy,  Vice-President  of  Product
Management  at  ProcessMAP  Corporation,  the  leading  EHS  data  intelligence
platform provider, in this webinar to learn how you can achieve transformational
EHS outcomes with successful  employee engagement & recognition,  and safety
leadership to drive your EHS initiatives.  Get a first-hand account from an EHS
leader on how CIRCOR International achieved:

A safety-driven culture by enabling employees with intuitive and easy-to-use
solutions to make “safety-first” operational and business decisions
Empowerment  of  frontline  employees  by  providing  the  means  to  easily
report  and  quickly  respond  to  unsafe  conditions  and  concerns,  further
fostering their sense of responsibility for safety in their organizational unit
Increased collaboration between employees and supervisors by providing
opportunities for participation in EHS activities and encouraging employees
to share their feedback for risk mitigation
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An action-oriented culture supported by real-time notifications and visibility
to open and closed CAPAs
On-demand  access  to  comprehensive  EHS  metrics  for  proactive  risk
management
Simplification of custom EHS processes and checklists by leveraging user-
created apps powered by ProcessMAP AppBuilder™ platform
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